
Gathering Thyme Movement, Inc.
~Prospectus~

Consecrated Personal Mission (CPM)
In Service to Your Unique Expression of Divine L*O*V*E*

Co-Creating a Culture of Self-Exploration and Focused 
Research

The Vision: 
Realizing one’s highest spiritual potential, and creating a life that expresses 

the dynamic possibilities of that unique personal vision.

The Mission
As an independent non-denominational service organization dedicated to 
the spiritual transformation and regeneration of all humanity We commit 
these programs in service to your personally chosen mission. The intention 
is that you will complete a two-year program with a clear vision of your 
purpose, a plan for the unfolding of your Consecrated Personal Mission 
and a firm foundation acquired through in-depth research and study on 
your chosen path. You will have the opportunity, upon completion of the 
two-year program, to choose ordination to the Mission you design, as a 
legally ordained independent spiritualist, or to proceed as an ambassador, 
fully empowered in your Consecrated Personal Mission. 

Through the GTM Consecrated Personal Mission:
1) We commit to an ever-evolving process of refining and refocusing the 
purpose and direction of each participant’s chosen Mission while we seek 
to apply the highest spiritual concepts of living to every intention on our 
path.

2) We are the architects and directors of projects, programs and paradigms 
that cause unprecedented transformation on the planet.

3) We commit to being present and engaging fully in the class work, as well 
as the intentions and assignments to be completed between gatherings.

Methodology
The GTM, Inc. Curriculum and course of study for the CPM serves as the 
foundation for group study and the path to individual ordainment (if you so 
choose) that reinforces and enhances each participant’s intended field of 
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study. You will be supported through personal coaching and mentoring 
whenever you seek assistance.  As guides and mentors we are dedicated 
to the success and fulfillment of the work of each participant in the 
program.  As one succeeds, we all succeed.

We seek interrelatedness with all people, all cultures, all religions while 
honoring each person’s chosen avenue of spiritual expression. 

What is the GTM, Inc. Consecrated Personal Mission (CPM)?  
The CPM prepares, trains and commissions participants for lives of 
dynamic service to humanity, bringing forth awareness of Divine L*O*V*E* 
(the Living Oneness of Vital Energy) and cosmic perspectives of the 
Uni-verse. This is a unique opportunity for participants to develop and 
nurture co-created service projects and a personally defined life purpose 
that transforms one’s own life and the lives of all who are touched by their 
chosen Mission. 
 

Commitments and Outcomes
 (Promises of the Program)

We are a self-generated and evolving community committed to:
1) Discovering, defining and acquiring knowledge of a personally 
designed field of study and path for one’s intended growth.
2) Becoming Ambassadors and/or ordained independent spiritualists of our 
unique CPM, prepared to teach, serve, guide or mentor others on this path. 
3) Becoming, by living example, one that shares the concepts of Divine

L*O*V*E* which permeates all of life and all of the cosmic realms.
4) Doing good work and becoming more versant in ways to heal the body, 
uplift the soul, and free the mind.
5) Becoming increasingly diversified in one’s ability and passion to share 
spiritual enlightenment; supporting one's commitment to enhanced 
spiritual capabilities through dedication to growth, diligent participation and 
focused attention to one’s CPM.
6) Being ever compatible with, and willing to participate within any/all 
religious, social, civic, educational, political, economic and familial
environments by seeking harmony and opportunities for growth, and 
finding sustenance in these varied communities.
7) Working as a team, mutually supporting each other as we encourage 
growth and success for our fellow participants and cultivating
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knowledge and mastery of our chosen path and CPM.
8) Choosing powerfully to become a legally ordained spiritual leader or 
minister, and/or creating a dynamic path of Ambassadorship to our CPM. 

My Success is Ensured as I:

1) Ask for support when needed and look for ways to assist when others
request collaboration, reinforcement or encouragement.

2) Share insights and accomplishments, through regular communications 
with my facilitator, celebrate victories and refine skills in areas of 
potential growth.
3) Follow through with commitments and participate fully in all gatherings;

Making an effort to complete all assignments and projects on time;   
         Acknowledge my need to re-commit when necessary.
4) Actively seek leadership roles and ways to assist in gatherings/events.
5) Develop a comprehensive plan for initiating my Consecrated Personal 
         Mission upon graduation and take it powerfully into the world.

All Gatherings are held Friday, Saturday and Sunday 8:30 a.m. til 6 p.m. unless otherwise 
noted. A total of 9 gatherings as indicated in the current class schedule meet at 782 S. Ruby Rd. 
except for the DreamQuest Weekend. (Location TBD.) Tuition does not include Room and 
Board. If you need a place to stay near the class location GTM, Inc. can offer local information 
about lodging. Visit www.GatheringThymeMovement.com
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Registration Information
1.Read the Prospectus in its entirety. Let us know if you have  any 

questions.
2.Request an Application form and return to: 

gatheringthymemovement@gmail.com; or mail to: GTM, Inc. 
782 S. Ruby Rd., Coeur d’Alene ID 83814 

3.Upon completion of your Application you will be notified of 
acceptance and your first payment will be collected. 

4.Clear your calendar for all 9 gatherings (See info. in CPM packet  
for complete Class Schedule)

5.Make your payment(s) according to your agreement. (See 
Brochure for Pricing and Payment options.)
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